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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that we, JULIUS VOGEL and 

JAMES BROOKS, citizens of the United States, 
residing at New York, in the county and 
State of New York, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Toy Cap 
Exploders, of' which the following is a full 
and clear description, reference being had to 
the accompanying drawings, forming part of 
this speci?cation. 

It is the design in this invention to provide 
a toy cap-exploder so constructed that its sev 
eral parts will be easy of access for the pur 
pose of loading, cleansing, and reloading, and ' 
to render the device perfectly harmless and 
safe for the use of children. 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 
a vertical section on line a: cc, Fig. 3, showing 
the top part in exterior view. Fig. 2 is a ver 
tical section on line y y, Fig. 3, with the top 
part turned ninety degrees. Fig. 3 is a top 
view of a portion of the exploder. 
A is a hollow chamber provided with a cy~ 

lindrical bore at the bottom, in which is 
loosely ?tted a plug or piston B. This plug 
ends in a circular ?ange O, which limits its 
downward movement and prevents its drop 
ping-out of the chamber A by the ?ange en 
gaging with a corresponding recess or shoul 
der of the chamber A. The plug is provided 
with a circular recess or cavity D for the re 
ception of a paper cap or cartridge. 
The top of chamber A is formed with a 

peculiarly-shaped opening E, on each side of 
which there isia semicircular cavity F, formed 
in the wall of chamber A. ‘ 
G is a key, the bottom II of which is cy1in~ 

drical, provided with two diametrically-oppo 
site projections I. This bottom of the key 
conforms to the shape of the opening E in 
chamber A. In the position, as shown in 
Fig. l, the key may be easily inserted into or 
removed from the. chamber A; but when the 
key is turned to the right, as shown in Fig. 2, 
the projections I will engage with the cavi 
ties F and lock the chamber A ?rmly to the 
key G. The end K of the key is made so as 
to be secured to a cord or chain or other device. 
The mode of using the device is as follows: 

The key G is removed and the plug B pushed 

up to a convenient height to place the car 
tridge into the cavity D. The plug is then al 
lowed to drop back, and thekey is replaced and 
locked, as in Fig. 2. The device so charged 
is now ready for service. It may be let go 
from the hand and dropped on the ?oor, pave 
ment, or other sufficiently hard substance, 
andas the movable plug B strikes the bottom 
L of the key Gr the concussion explodes the 
cartridge. 
The space arouud'the loosely-?ttin g plug B 

and around the bottom part of key G is suf? 
cient to let off thegases generated by the ex 
plosion, whereas all pieces of the cartridge 
liable to ?‘y around are con?ned within the 
chamber A, thus rendering the device per 
ferectly safe. 
WVhat we claim as new, and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent, is 
1. In a toy cap-exploder, the combination, 

with the hollow chamber A, provided with 
the opening E, and semicircular cavities F, of 
the movable plug or piston B, circularly re 
cessed at its top, for the reception of a paper 
cap or cartridge, in and for the purpose set 
forth. 

2. In a toy cap-exploder, the combination, 
with the hollow chamber A, provided with 
opening E, and semicircular cavities F, of the 
key G, provided near the bottom with pro 
jections I, ?tting the cavities F, thereby look 
ing chamber A to key G, said key being de 
tachable from chamber A, substantially as 
described. 

3. In a toy cap~exploder, the combination 
of hollow chamber A, with opening E, and 
cavities F, plug or pistonB, circularly re 
cessed at its top, key G, provided with pro 
jections I to ?t the cavities in hollow cham 
ber A and being detachable from chamber A, 
all as and for the purpose set forth. 

I11 testimony thatwe claim the foregoing we 
have hereunto set our hands this the 30th day 
of September, A. D. 1889, in the presence of 
two witnesses. 

JULIUS VOGEL. 
JAMES BROOKS. 

l/Vitnesses: 
A. W. MACK, 
A. STETTHEIMER. 
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